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Example: Free Teeth Whitening 

‘Free Teeth Whitening’ or even “$99 Whitening” is also low leader to a larger up-
sell. Once people are at the dentist, they will need x-rays prior to the whitening, 
and thus find and up-sell to filling cavities and other more expensive dental 
work.  

In any given market, there is marketplace for teeth whitening and other cosmetic 
service offers. Below is a series of real offers on teeth whitening in one market 
with results that demonstrate the importance of tracking ad results, and training 
sales reps on offers that work.  Dentists (or other medical companies) do not 
know the response their competitors get from marketing, so share this 
information internally and use it to educate medical advertisers. Note: these are 
real print ads; banner ads should used only  strongest offer. Here are two offers 
that ran in the same market: 

 

 

 

The first ad on the left received less than one new patient a week from its 50% 
off Teeth Whitening offer. The second ad with “Free one hour Teeth Whitening” 
received more than double the response rate, or two to four sales a week buying 
the  same media in the same market.  

People are shopping! In some cases offers like 50% off yield fantastic results 
until the competitors match and exceed it. The moral of the story: Know the 
marketplace and make knowledgeable recommendations.  Positioning for dentist 
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can be as simple as “pain free,” or targeted to a smaller community.  

As already mentioned, call-tracking improves perception of results almost 100% 
of the time, simply by nature of the fact that all of the call-ins are always higher 
than “known” call-ins. So include call tracking on these campaigns.  

One last note: Below is an example of the ostensibly same “Free Whitening” ad 
in the same market that was getting calls and no orders:  

 

 

The problem here was that patients were asked to pay up front for all other 
services, whether or not they had insurance or not. Without a call tracking 
number it’s difficult to pin this situation down and save a customer like this one 
by showing them the sales that other dentists are getting and why they should 
consider altering this policy that is preventing sales. 

When researching current offers in your market place, start with Google AdWords 
and conduct a simple search. Below are some ads for what is available in one 
city today. Note that Crest is now competing in this category with a high end 
tooth paste. Are your sales reps checking out the search marketplace to have 
this level of conversation? 

Check out the $99 offer, below is the landing page behind this offer. Landing 
pages can be powerful.  
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• Creating famous local brands 

What about branding online for cosmetic services? Yes, it can be done and done 
well.  You can brand the clinic with a color, logo and image or brand a key doctor 
with an image of him. Like realtors, some doctors are betting on becoming 
known in their communities.  This works especially well if the doctor – or in this 
case RN – is as attractive as “Tammy,” her real first name, of Faces by Tammy, 
below.  
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This advertiser’s personal brand was so well-established in her city that she was 
approached at public events and even the grocery stores, helping her build her 
practice. While this is a print ad, faces of doctors can work in banner ads if they 
project professionalism and competence. 

• More categories, more advertising dollars 

There are many cross-over categories that are often neglected, but which have 
generated great response and long term advertisers in a number of markets, 
these include chiropractic doctors, opticians, hair removal specialists, as well as 
specialties such as  spider vein and tattoo removal specialists. There are certainly 
many more. New categories include longevity institutes that sell products such as 
human growth hormones and telemedicine, which offers services without doctor 
visits. Other categories, like opticians, are too often simply overlooked.  

Examples: Opticians 

In many markets Site for Sore Eyes is a key account. Googling  “opticians”/ “San 
Jose” and found this ad: 

 

The landing page is a $99 offer for a year’s supply of contact lens, or $89.95 for 
an exam and box of contacts, are standards offer that also works well for banner 
ads: 
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So in selling an optician, in San Jose, look for these tested offers.  
 
Another local example comes from the small city of Kitsap; Kitsap Optical 
sponsors the community and news sections of its local newspaper site with a 
banner ad that includes a variety of aggressive offers. One that works well online 
is "$100 off" especially with well-known brands like Maui Jims. The banner links 
to a simple advertising style landing page that also serves as a printable coupon. 
 
During a recent month the ad was served 13,414 times, with 37 click-through 
inquiries. Note that while the CTR sounds measly, this client could easily pay a 
$15 CPM, or about $201 a month to bring in 3.7 customers who spent an 
average of $400 each  - a significant return.  The customer has renewed for 
another year. Note the language: 37 inquiries, not .013 click through rate. Train 
representatives to talk about what customer got in audience, inquires and 
customers, not CTR. 
 

 
 
Here’s the landing page: 
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Optical stores are too often overlooked as an advertising category. They are a 
common high end purchase, and it’s easy to create a substantial ROI for the 
right offer. We've also seen $99 offer for an eye exam and set of contacts bring 
in steady results over an eight year period in print, and this offer would be 
equally successful online. 
 
Finally, no analysis of medical advertising today would be complete without 
mentioning the most profitable new category in California I, medical marijuana. 
It’s fair to apply restrictions (not on the home page, etc.) but this is a great new 
category whose potential is vast – even for a niche site unrelated to the 
traditional one – in states where medical marijuana use has become a major 
industry.  

 

4.  Health channels and niche sites 

In general, even small to mid-size city sites have launched healthcare are niche 
channels which sell around $50,000 to $100,000 a year, with more potential. 
Since the main impetus for developing a healthcare niche site is usually to secure 
advertising dollars, research the three categories discussed in this report. Is 
there a major health services company who would fully back an initiative and 
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would this result in a major sale? With some exceptions the cosmetic market is 
more interested in traffic and high end women than medical content, so unless 
you are planning on writing about cosmetic services count this category as 
mostly campaign – not niche site – oriented and focus on targeting. 

For smaller sites without the targeting capabilities, health niche sites are almost 
always at least profitable. The revenues involved also make more sense in a 
market where a steady $40,000 to $100,000 in annual revenues is a line item.  

Here is a list of first steps:  

• Meet with the top few health providers, networks and 
associations. There are usually only a few; but the best way to understand 
what kinds of vehicles a large regional health provider wants is to ask.  Have a 
high level sit down meeting that floats all of the needs and opportunities.  

• Survey a larger cross-section of potential advertisers.  A simple 
phone call survey of likely candidates – or by email using survey monkey – can 
indicate how important healthcare content is to the top 50 healthcare advertisers 
in the marketplace. Note: These are not the one who are most interested in 
search, but who are already marketing. This can allow a niche site to launch pre-
sold.  

• Assess the competition.  Most of the competition outside traditional 
media is in search, so assessing a “job to do” means looking at how people 
currently find health care providers via Google.  Create a list of Google search 
terms, from Hospitals, to “pediatrician”/ city or neighborhood, to “whiten 
teeth/town.  Take notes on what directories are in your market, if they are 
national, if they are locally “thin,” what companies participate and if there is an 
opportunity for a more direct play. What is thin? A site that does not have 
significant numbers of up-sells that show more than name address and phone 
number, or which have  limited reviews. The opportunity is to supply better, more 
user friendly search options and site that give users the information they want, 
and then to sell against this traffic.  

 

• Select content and business model/s.   

The greatest challenge to developing a local health niche site is to create 
compelling content. What exactly is local health content anyway? To a certain 
extent the very concept seems flawed, and that is why this category has low 
traffic. However, there are opportunities to rethink the concept and provide a 
useful service.  
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There two basic kinds of local content that is useful:  News and Search. The 
news components for most of these sites come from repurposed news from the 
main site, press releases, and needs to be supplemented. Below are a few ways 
sites have generated better content inexpensively. 

b. Developing better news content 

Not all content is an article, and top healthcare niche sites promoting what keeps 
people and communities healthy.  

• Some university programs study “what is a healthy neighborhood” – develop  
criteria (availability of sidewalks, produce markets, parks, crime, etc) and rate a 
different neighborhood each week.  

• A healthy recipe contest, is one idea that attracted both hospital and food 
markets advertisers (a fish market and weight loss center) as well as generated 
free weekly content, “healthy recipe of the week.” 

•A column covering elder care issues and resources in the community  

•Plan of regular interviews with medical specialists talking about how to prevent 
diseases. One doctor is often enough to comment on a number of health issues 
(see Dr. Brad below). 

• Contract with HealthdayTV.com to provide two or three breaking news video 
updates a day. This company is the AP of health news, mostly partnering with 
broadcast sites, but very interested in other partners. These Pre-rolls can be pre-
sold to make this partnership profitable from day one.  

All of these initiatives will help pre-sell the site; several of these initiatives have 
led to sites that were profitable from day one.  

c. Using directories to drive traffic 

One of the most useful kinds of local content for readers and advertisers is to 
provide a better way to find local doctors.  Search content needs to be robust 
enough to appear at high levels in Google rankings, and to provide a better 
experience for users who come through the front end of the site. Research 
directories in your area (Angie’s list has one) by Googling key categories. Is there 
a searchable resource of doctors by key insurance networks in the area? What 
about local city, by specialist, by network?  

Examples 

Here are three examples of healthcare niche sites, starting with two that are 
directory based. 
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•Directory site, medium-size market 

Below is an example of a successful new health niche site, BeHealthySpringfield, 
in Springfield, Ohio that generates $85,000 a year in banner and sponsorship 
advertising.  

 

 

Springfield State Journal-Register, sj-r.com, a Gatehouse publication, launched 
its site in September, 2009. Gary Tyler, Advertising Director, says they teamed 
up with the county medical society to acquire a doctors directory (it still needed 
work, including adding about 10% more doctors) and a separate database of 
health services companies.  The directories (above) posted in the prime home 
page real estate each have a sponsor and provide most of the traffic for the site, 
about 25,000 UV and 40,000 page views a month, respectable for small market 
channel. These sites do not generate high volume, but provide targeting. News 
for the site comes from the daily newspaper and bloggers. All the revenue is 
sponsorship and banner ad driven. 

Tyler says the partnership with the County Medical Association gave the project 
instant viability for readers and advertisers. Seven or eight steady new 
advertisers run on annual contracts, and another 4 to 5 advertisers vary from 
month to month. Mainstay advertisers include hospitals, a plastic surgeon, a local 
clinic with 100 doctors, and a chiropractic office. Tyler says the main hospital 
may have "bought anyway" without a niche site but that the site still produces 
substantial incremental revenues, expected to be $60,000 to $85,000 for the first 
year with almost no extra costs. Tyler says incremental dollars are "well-worth 
it," though not as much as expected.  Engagement is low, since most of the 
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traffic is search-related, but advertisers on the site are still doing well.  

• Directory site, small market 

A smaller niche site, Upnorthhealth.com, owned by Schurtz Communications, 
services three cities in northern Michigan: Petoskey, Charlotte, and Gaylord, with 
average population 10,000.  The site has struggled with traffic, gaining just 
5,000 UV's and 20,000 page views since its launch in the fall of 2008. However, 
it is now being placed as a channel on the navigation bars of the company’s 
newspaper sites. 
 
Jeff Johnson, Online manager, said the main objective of launching the site was 
to take advantage of the thriving market for health care in Northern Michigan.  
Since budget was an issue, the site was built in-house; Johnson created the 
medical directory using a search box that accesses the existing IYP directory. 
News is provided by AP feed and from local advertiser press releases; each 
advertiser is allowed to submit two articles a month.  
 
The site has been popular with advertisers; 25 to 30 accounts are now running, 
including about 15 specifically sold to the site. Site-specific revenues are just 
$15,000 to $20,000 annually because of the low traffic. We think the large 
number of advertisers shows promise.  
 
Integrated content, mid-sized market 
 
Broadcast sites have been very assertive in integrating marketing content with 
news to capture large dollars. KPAX.com’s health all-video channel is sponsored 
by one local hospital.  We’ll show you how to develop a concept like this that 
does not blur the line between “real” and marketing content. This site’s content 
is actually better than the print site’s we looked at – more relevant, seasonal and 
localized and there is more of it, even though it started out as primarily a 
commercial sponsorship. Here’s how local stories (below) are interspersed with 
national content from HealthDayTV, a content partner.  
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KPAX online director Philip Maney says KPAX.com, the main site, has 65,000 
UV's, making it the top TV site among roughly 25 or so TV sites in the state, but 
still far smaller than the newspaper site.  So to create a campaign for St. Patrick 
Hospital, mentioned above, Maney agreed to create a local health channel that 
integrates some of the Hospital’s content and marketing initiatives. The hospital 
marketing director wanted unique online content, and strategies that 
were exclusive from the other hospitals in the area. KPAX walked away with a 
presold site that was profitable from the day it launched. However, it is also an 
exclusive agreement for the first year. In later years, Maney plans for the site 
only to be exclusive by category, opening up more revenue opportunities.  
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HealthBreak, the health news channel is named after hospital-produced Q&A 
videos with doctors on the staff.  HealthBreak interviews are also posted on the 
new channel every Tuesday.  The core content for the channel, however, 
are two to four video news clips a day supplied by HealthDayTV, a division of 
Newspronet, interspersed with clips from KPAX-TV's on-air health segments.  
These segments include some interviews with St. Patrick's doctors on key topics 
such as cancer prevention. One promotional box, “Inspired By Life” links to an 
area on the hospital's site with stories from cancer survivors.  

Altering this approach slightly can achieve the editorial standards that newspaper 
companies may need to keep intact. For example, “Inspired by Life” is really an 
advertisement, it runs in an ad position, the right hand 300x250. Interviews with 
specialists like Dr. Brad don’t have to be paid content, they add personality to 
the site and provide instant content.  

HealthDayTv, a division of Newspronet, produces several videos a day and has 
partnered primarily with broadcast sites. They looking for print partners and 
negotiable on price.  These videos are professional, breaking news-oriented and 
can be further divided into targets such as “Women’s Health.” The biggest 
problem with health care niche sites is depth of content, and this eliminates most 
of this challenge.  

 
5. Conclusion 
The healthcare category deserves its own plan, which may or may not include 
developing a better way for people to search and find local health information. In 
either case, to compete for larger accounts means going to market with better 
ideas.  To facilitate sales to these advertisers, a Digital Sales Questionnaire for 
health care accounts is included below. Share your questions and initiatives in 
this area by contacting:  localmediainsider@gmail.com, 408.892.9815. 
 

Note: please scroll to next page for the Digital Sales Questionnaire 
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Digital Sales Analysis Questionnaire: Healthcare Category 

Pre-call research: Please have a folder that includes, pages from client’s web 
site, presence on Facebook and Twitter, appearance in Google searches and top 
competitors 

Customer name and title:________________________________ 

Business description:   

What are the key divisions/services your marketing deparatment is responsible 
for?  

What are the key audiences for these services (age, income, sex)? 

Do you know what areas they are coming from? 

Who are the main competitors for these services?  

Hospital accounts: 

Are their any charitable drives that tie in to these approaches?  

Do you have a foundation that you are responsible for helping market?  

Cosmetic accounts: 

What offers have you used? 

Do you have a package as an up-sell: 

What’s the average annual customer spend in services? 

 

Marketing 

What does your marketing mix consist of (digital, print, TV/radio yellow pages)? 

What has been most successful this year?  

What are you planning to change in 2011?  

Are you planning to change the online/offline mix of advertising?  

What do you hope to accomplish with this new emphasis? 
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How much of your budget is allocated to online? 

What is your web site primarily used for? 

Search 

What do you see as the key search terms for these areas?  

1 _______________2.______________________3.________________ 

  

Are you using pay-per-click ads? If so:     

 

CPC_________CTR____________________Costperlead_______________ 

Do you have any plans for your web site in 2011?  

Email:  

How do you use email marketing?  

How do you acquire new names for the email database?  Are you interested in 
building this list further?  

Online advertising (banner ads):    

What publisher sites are you on? 

What positions? Did they link to the web site? 

What percentage converts?  What do you count as conversions (clicks, emails, 
calls, and sales)?   

Have you considered how to deploy your messaging on mobile devices?   

Social media 

Are you using Twitter, Facebook or YouTube?  

How are you developing fans?  

Define campaign objectives 

Of the goals we’ve talked about which ones are most important?  
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________________________________________________________.  

What would a home run for your 2011 marketing campaign look like?  

 

 

If we could meet these objectives without altering your budget plans would you 
be able to commit _______________ to the buy?  

________________________________________________________________ 

If we could obtain this objective for an investment of _______________would 
this be a sustainable model? 

 

 

Copy619-795-29932993 
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